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Abstract

128 KB). Among these are multimedia servers and certain
database and scientific computing applications that use external memory and out-of-core algorithmic
techniques to
process massive data sets (e.g., [VS94, MNO+96, CHS’I]).
In such applications, parallel I/O performance is often limited by the bus.
Typically, when D disks, each of which can transfer data
are attached
at rotational media bandwidth bandwidthm,
to a bus, we have bandwidths,
5 D bandwidthmt,
where
bandwidtha,,
is the effective bus bandwidth (i.e., the maximum transfer rate achieved in practice between a particular
type of host controller and disk controller). Hence the maximum data transfer rate one can hope to attain from such
an I/O system is no more than bandwidth&...
When the
application accesses diik blocks sequentially on each disk, a
data transfer rate of close to bandwidths..
can be attained
quite easily in practice, owing to useful disk controller features such as readahead. What is not clear is to what extent
a similar I/O throughput may be expected even when disk
accesses are not sequential. Disk latency tends to idle the
bus but, since there are multiple disks operating in parallel, these latencies can potentially be overlapped with data
transfers, so that at least one disk is transmitting
data on
the bus at any time.
Our experiments indicate that the attained I/O throughput is far from the desired performance. We study an I/Ointensive workload in which the host generates a new random read request for a disk as soon as it receives the data
previously requested from that disk. This workload has the
potential to attain a steady state behavior in which all disk
latencies are overlapped with data transfers by other disks.
This workload also has the potential to exhibit considerable
unfairness among the disks, such that disks with higher priority on the bus proceed through their sequence of requests
at a farter rate while starving the lower priority disks.
Our experiments show that neither of these potential seenarios arises. Instead, we observe a round-like behavior of
I/O service, in which in each round, one request from each
disk drive gets serviced, and there is a bus idle period of
length approximately equal to the time for a disk to position
its head on a random access. We have fairness but at the
cost of less than desired performance, thus motivating a need
to address scheduling problems related to the sub-optimal
performance of such I/O systems. To our knowledge, this
particular form of round-like behavior has not been previously reported by others in the literature.
In this paper, we describe the measured read performance of multiple Wren-7 disks that share a SCSI bus under

In modern I/O architectures, multiple disk drives are attached to each I/O bus. Under I/O-intensive workloads, the
disk latency for a request can be overlapped with the disk
latency and data transfers of requests to other disks, potentidly resulting in an aggregate I/O throughput at nearly bus
bandwidth.
This paper reports on a performance impairment that results from a previously unknown form of convoy behavior in disk I/O, which we call munds. In rounds,
independent requests to distinct disks convoy, so that each
disk services one request before any disk services its next re
quest. We analyze log tiles to describe read performance of
multiple Seagate Wren-7 disks that share a SCSI bus under
a heavy workload, demonstrating the rounds behavior and
quantifying its performance impact.
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Introduction

In the past decade, computer systems have enjoyed a
hundred-fold increase in processor speed, while the speed
of a disk drive has increased by less than a factor of 10.
As a consequence of this disparity, computer systems that
perform I/O-intensive
processing are designed to use many
disks in parallel, usually organized as a disk farm or a RAID
array. The physical organization generally consists of one or
more I/O buses (e.g., SCSI buses) with several disks on each
bus.
Previous work related to disk I/O performance and modeling (e.g., [RW94, Wil95, HP96, Shr97]) has focused on
the disk drive, downplaying
the importance of bus contention and other bus effects. Indeed, the bus effects play
an insignificant role in I/O performance for UNIX workloads with small I/O request sizes. But many I/O-intensive
applications benefit significantly from larger requests (3%
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a heavy workload, demonstrating the rounds behavior and
quantifying its performance impact. We Srst measure key
I/O system parameters for a single disk. Then we analyze
log tiles of timestamps collected during multiple-disk
I/O
experiments to deduce the sequence of I/O events. This
analysis reveals the round-like behavior mentioned above.
The experimental results show the pervasiveness of rounds
in our hardware configuration across a variety of block sizes
(16-128 KB) and numbers of disks (2-7 disks). We explain
the observed behavior of the I/O system here, including the
dependence of the I/O throughput
on factors such as the
transfer size and the number of disks sharing the bus. Elsewhere, (see (BSG+98, BSG+99]) we develop an accurate analytic model that predicts the performance of multiple disks
sharing a SCSI bus (for varying numbers and types of disks
on several hardware platforms), and we devise a “pipelining”
technique that improves the random axesa performance.

mode page.) When a SCSI disk is instructed to perform
a read, and the disk recognizes that there will be a significant delay, such es for a seek, the disk releases control of
the SCSI bus (it disconnects). When the disk is ready to
transfer the data to the host, the disk contends for control
of the SCSI bus (reconnect) so that the data can be trans
ferred. The fence determines the time at which the disk
will begin to contend for the SCSI bus. If the fence is set
to the minimum value, the disk will contend after the first
sector of data has been transferred from the disk surface to
the disk’s internal cache. In contrast, if the fence is set to
the maximum value, the disk will wait until almost all of
the requested data has accumulated in the disk cache before
contending for the bus. The performance implication is as
follows. A low fence setting tends to reduce the response
time, because the disk attempts to send data to the host as
soon as the first sector is available. On the other hand, it
can decrease overall I/O throughput, because once the disk’s
cached data has been sent to the host (at the full bus bandwidth), the remainder of the transfer occurs at the (slower)
rate at which bits pass under the disk head (the “rotational
media bandwidth”).
Each disk has a unique SCSI id that determines the priority of the disk when multiple devices are contending for the
bus. The SCSI controller at the host is usually configured
to have the highest priority, so it will win any contention in
which it participates.
We use a synthetic workload in which the requests are
directed to a collection of independent disks that share a
SCSI bus. The requests are generated by multiple processes
of equal priority running concurrently on a uniprocessor, one
process per disk. Each process executes a tight loop that
generates a random block address on its disk, takes a timestamp, issues a seek and a read system call to the raw disk
(bypassing the file system), and takes another timestamp
when the read request completes. Each experiment consists
of three phases: a startup period during which requests are
issued but not timed, a measurement period during which
the timings are accumulated in tables in main memory, and
a cool down period during which requests continue to be issued. The purpose of the startup and cool down periods is
to ensure that the I/O system is under full load during the
measurements.
This workload captures the access patterns of some
external-memory
algorithms designed for the PDM (e.g.,
merge sort [BGV97]). In PDM algorithms, reads and writes
are concurrent requests to a set of disks, issued in lock-step,
one request per disk. This workload can also reflect the access patterns of “id-on-demand
servere that stripe data
across multiple disks and eerve many clients [MNO+96]:
even though each video file is read sequentidly,
the large
number of concurrent clients make the requests appear random at the disks.

Related work. Several publications have studied the performance of a parallel I/O subsystem, but none reflect the
performance we observed for multiple dike on a bus. The
analytic disk model of [Sbr97] captures bus effects only in
the single-disk case and does not directly model a disk’s
“fence” parameter (see Section 2). The Pantheon disk simulator [RW94, Wil95] incorporates bus contention and other
bus effects, but no results have been published that explain
our observations of bus idle periods and dynamic switcbing between bus-limited and disk head-limited I/O transfen. PIP961 presents a method to approximate the throughput of multiple disks on a SCSI bus by summing the seek
time, rotational latency, and transfer time, and denting the
performance by a contention factor derived from a general
queuing model. The Parallel Disk Model (PDM) [VS94] is
an abstract model for the design and analysis of algorithms
on a parallel disk system. [CH97] present an applicationlevel study of the accuracy of the PDM. None of this previous literature describes the rounds phenomenon that we
observe. Ignoring this phenomenon when modeling can result in throughput
prediction errors that exceed 100% for
the workloads that we consider. [WGPW95] proposes many
experiments to measure the performance parameters of an
individual disk drive. We use similar approaches to determine certain values used in our analysis of rounds.
Outline.
In the next section, we discuss aspects of ow
hardware configuration and further details on the I/O workload whose performance we study. In Section 3, we discuss
certain key performance measures needed for our analysis,
and report on their values for our configuration.
In Section 4, we describe the round-like I/O behavior occurring
with our workload and the techniques we used to confirm
the existence of rounds across a variety of block sizes, rumber of disks, and fence settings. Finally, in Section 5, we
make concluding remarks.

3
2

Hardware

configuration

and workload

Key performance

measures

In our experiments, we record time&amps just before and after read calls and then use the logged timestamps to analyze
the performance of the I/O system. The read duration of a
read call is defined to be the time period between the timestamp taken immediately before the read call is made and
the timestamp taken immediately after the read call returns.
We assume that there is a negligible chance that a process
gets context switched in the time interval between the return

Our storage system consists of 7 Seagate (Imprimis) Wren7 (94601-15) disks connected to a Sun Spare 20 running
Solaris 2.5. These disks use the SCSI-l protocol, with a
negotiated bus bandwidth of 5 MB/s.
Many kinds of SCSI disks implement a relatively obscure
disk control parameter called the fence. (The fence is called
the buffer full ratio on the SCSI-2 disconnect/reconnect
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of a read call and its immediate invocation of the next read
call; our experiments support this assumption. As mentioned earlier, when D disks with rotational media bandwidth bandwidth,*
are attached to a bus with bandwidth
bandwidthb..
such that bandwidths..
5 D. bandwidthme,
the
performance of the I/O system would be optimal (for our
workload) during a given experiment if the data requested
by the read calls were retrieved at a data rate equal to the
value

width. We also estimate the seek and rotational latency parameters (again using simple single disk experiments). All of
the attributes measured with simple single disk experiments
are assumed to be invariant over the block sizes requested
and the number of disks, and are used as constant values for
all of our parallel disk experiments.
The following are the measured values for these parameters on our system configuration.

bandwidths...

1. The bus bandwidth for the Wren-7 disks in our system
is approximately 3.3 MB/s. Thus, the bus transfer
times for blocks of size 16,32,64,96 and 128 KB are
approximately 4.7,9.5,18.9,28.4 and 37.8 milliseconds,
respectively.

We use the read duration measurements of a speciallydesigned experiment in order to estimate the sustained value
of the quantity bandwidths.,,
because the information sup
plied by diik vendors does not reflect system overhead. The
experiment used to estimate bandwidtha,
uses a single disk
on the SCSI bus and a single process requesting block transfers from that disk. During the experiment, we meawe and
log the read duration of each read call such that the block requested is already in the disk’s cache before the read request
reaches the disk drive. (To ensure that the desired block is
in the disk cache, we read the block immediately preceding,
which triggers the disk’s readahead mechanism, and then we
wait long enough for the readahead to occur before we issue
the request.) Our estimate of the sustained transfer rate
bandwidtha,
is the block size divided by the average read
duration of these cache hits. Sufficiently large block sizes
ensure that the accuracy of this estimate is not impaired
by system overheads. In this paper, we use the term “bus
and we
bandwidth” to mean this estimate of bandwidthb..,
assume that it is a constant over all experiments.
obtained by this single disk
The quantity bandwidths..
experiment is expected to be an upper bound on the actual
retrieval rate in our parallel disk experiments. For a given
parallel disk experiment, we use the read duration measurements to estimate the actual retrieval rate as follows. Sup
pose that the workload consists of D processes,each repeatedly requesting blocks of size B from a corresponding disk,
as described in the previous section. Then our estimate of
the data retrieval throughput during the experiment is simply DB times the reciprocal of the average read duration
length, where the average is computed considering all read
calls of all the reading processes.
There may arise circumstances in which the bus, although not idle, is transferring data not at bandwidth
bandwidtha,,
but at the significantly smaller bandwidth
bandwidth,t.
For example, when the fence is zero, the disk
drive controller typically tries to seize the bus when the leading sector of the requested block hea been read into the disk
cache. If the requested blodr is large, most of the block gets
transferred at bandwidth,r.
On the other hand, if through a
high fence setting, the block resides in the disk cache before
the disk begins to transfer the data on the bus, then the
block gets transferred at bandwidths...
When random disk blocks are read, data rates dose to
the bus bandwidth are attained only for sufficiently large
requests and sufficiently many parallel disks. In many hardware configurations, random reads for blocks of size one
or two sectors cannot be serviced at bandwidths close to
bandwidtha,
because the SCSI command processing overhead at a diik controller already takes more time than the
transfer of one or two sectors.

2. The seek latency for the Wren-7 ranges from 2.5 to

34 milliseconds, with the average being 15 milliseconds.
3. The average rotational latency is 8.3 milliseconds.

4

Rounds

In our experiments, we observe a periodic convoy behavior, which we call rounds, whenever the size of the requested
blocks is at least 8 KB. In each round, exactly one requested
block from each disk is sent to the host, despite the potential
in the workload for disks to service requests at dramatically
varying rates. The order of the disks in a round is determined by the positioning time needed to reach the disk’s
requested block.
The chronological order of important events in a round
is shown in Figure 1. The time interval [al, sz] represents
the startup time during which requests are sent by the host
to the D disks. The time interval [es, t.] represents the time
during which the bus is idle. At time t., some disk, say,
it, starts transferring its requested block to the host. At
time ti,, the transfer of diik iI's block completes and some
disk iz begins transferring its requested block to the host,
and so on until the Dth disk, iD, &dishes transferring its
requested block to the host at time tc,. The next round
begins immediately after ti, In this manner, in each round
there is an interval [al, t,] of time in which no requested data
blodts get transferred over the bus to the host, followed by
the interval [t., ti,] of time in which the D requested data
blocks, one from each disk, are transferred to the host over
the bus. Our observations indicate that the bus idle time in
each round is approximately equal to the average value of
the minimum positioning time for D disks that concurrently
perform a random access.
The formation of rounds is counter-intuitive.
Almost
ss soon as the read corresponding to disk i, of the round
is completed, the process corresponding to that disk can
generate the next request for that disk drive and pass it on to
the host controller. Since the host controller has the highest
priority on the bus, it should be able to send the request for
disk il before the data from is is received. This would mean
that disk drive il would have all of time interval [ti,, ti,] in
which to position its head and then load the requested data
into its cache. For sufficiently large blocks and sufficiently
large D, this would mean that in the next round, the idle
time [a~,t.] would be eliminated or significantly reduced.
In fact, one would expect that a steady state would arise
in which the bus idle time would be significantly reduced
throughout the experiment. Moreover,
disks with higher

Measured
attributes.
Using a value for bandwidths..,
we
compute the length of time required to transmit a disk block
of a given size from the disk drive to the host at bus band-
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Figure 1: Time line of the important
SCSI ids would have more I/OS serviced than disks with
lower SCSI ids.
However, our analysis suggests that what is happening
is as follows. Although a new read request for a disk is
generated as soon as its previous request gets serviced, the
host SCSI controller (which has the highest priority on the
SCSI bus) sends the new request only after all the requested
blocks from the ongoing round that are awaiting the bus
complete their transfer back to the host. (In [BSG+98], this
behavior is verified using a SCSI bus analyzer.)
When the blocks requested are small, say 512 bytes, we
do not observe a round-like behavior. But we do observe
fairness: the request service rate is approximately equal over
all of the disks. Our explanation is that the bus is almost
always idle because the block transfer time is so small, so
whenever a read request is generated in any process, the
request can be almost instantly sent to the target disk. As a
result, we do not have round formation, and since we almost
never have contention for the bus among the disks, the bus
priorities determined by the SCSI ids have a negligible effect
on the disks’ service rates.
We now present our techniques for analyzing the mea.
surements recorded during the experiments, and we explain
how the analysis reveals the prevalence of rounds. We begin
by describing the basic methodology used in the analysis of
the timestamp logs.
4.1

Timertamp

...

events of a round.

gle sequence of FR events; each event labeled by the SCSI id
of the disk being fed by that process. Since the time&amps
originate from a single global clock, this results in a global
ordering of all timestamp recording events.
Let delta denote a time interval between two consecutive
FR events in the merged timestamp file. There is a l-l correspondence between deltas and read requests. The goal of
our analysis is to associate an I/O-related event (a seek time,
transfer time, etc.) with each delta and thereby reccmstruct
the sequence of events leading to the timestamp sequence.
We use the length of a delta and the estimates of key I/O parameters (determined as discussed in Section 3) in order to
map I/O events to deltas. We f&t obtain estimates for the
time taken by important I/O events using vendor-specified
disk parameters or separately conducted experiments.
We
can then map an I/O event to a delta when the estimate of
the time required for that I/O event is close to the delta time
interval. Though this technique is not guaranteed to provide
unique reconstructions, in our experiments the quantities involved and the clustering of the deltas suggest a relativelyunambiguous reconstruction.
We find that the lengths of the
deltas in the merged timestamp file exhibit a distinct and
consistently repeating pattern. This pattern, when viewed
in light of the association between delta lengths and I/O
events, reveals the round-like behavior.
We ran experiments on D disks for block sizes of 32,64,
96 and 128 KB. Throughout these experiments, the deltalengths clustered around two distinct and well-separated values, which we call the large delta and the small delta. In
all these experiments, we observe a consistently-repeating
pattern: one large delta followed by D - 1 small deltas, and
the set of D deltas are labeled with D distinct SCSI ids. We
use the term good round for any such sequence of D deltas.
The following algorithm decides whether a delta is a
large delta or a small delta, and decides whether the current window of D I/OS (the current round) is a good round.
The algorithm uses a thrbshold value to distinguish large
deltas from small deltas. We compute various statistics on
the deltas, including the standard deviations of the large
and small deltas. Variance in these quantities is consistent
with the random workload and the imperfect meaSuremat
techniques. We find it difficult to determine the source of
the variance in the deltas. But in most cases, we find the
variance among the deltas to be sufficiently small that the
round-like pattern can be considered the typical I/O service
pattern.

methodology

The two types of timestamp-recording
events are the start
read event (SR) and the finish read event (FR). The SR
event is a timestamp recording immediately preceding a read
call, and the FR event is a timestamp recording immediately
following that read call. The only information we have from
the timestamp of an SR event is that the process submitted
a read call to the operating system at about that time (and
no sooner). Similarly, the only information we have from
the timestamp corresponding to an FR event is that the
read call returned at about that time (and no later). Since
we are dealing with a multi-process system and the read
calls are blocking calls, one expects that an SR event also
indicates that the read-invoking process is put to sleep at
about that time. Likewise, an FR event is likely to indicate
that the calling process is awakened due to the completion
of its read call at about that time. The time interval from
an SR event to the following FR event of the same process
is defined to be the read duration of the read call. In all
our logs, the time period from an FR event to the following
SR event of the same process was of the order of a few
microseconds, since the amount of computation carried out
during this interval takes a negligible amount of time. Thus
an FR event may be used to mark both the return of a read
call in the process and the invocation of the next read call
of that process. Hence we ignore SR events in the analysis
that follows.
During a given experiment, we collect FR events from
each process. Then we merge the per-process logs into a sin-

Delta

statistics

algorithm:

1. Set GoodRounds, LargeDeltaCounter
counter to zero.

and SmallDelta-

2. While there exists a delta in the merged timestamp

file

(a) Get the next delta 6 from the Sle.
(b) If (6 > Threshold), classify 6 as a large delta.
Otherwise, classify it as a small delta.
Increment LargeDeltaCounter
or SmallDeltaCounter
accordingly.
4

(4

If (b is a large delta and the most recent D - 1
deltas prior to the current 6 were classified as
small deltas and the most recent previous large
delta is the Dth most recent previous delta and
each of the most recent D - 1 small deltas carespend to D - 1 distinct disks other than the disk
corresponding to the current 6) then increment

96 KB. For D = 7, the corresponding fractions were 93%,
99%, and 100%.
Putting together the observations made in the above two
paragraphs, we infer that a Large portion of all I/O takes
place in rounds consisting of one transfer whose read duratio” is a large delta, followed by D - 1 block transfers
each occurring at bus bandwidth.
One block transfer in
each round originates from each disk. We conjecture that
the large delta (Large,,.)
corresponds to the time required
for disk latency followed by time for a block transfer; thus
making large deltas noticeably larger than small deltas.
With respect to the same experiments for 32, 64 and
96 KB blocks with D = 2 (the first data row of the three tables), we find relatively higher standard deviations for both
large and small deltas. We observe that the fraction of I/O
in good rounds remains high: 83 through 98%. However,
we find that the small delta values have relatively higher
standard deviations compared to the D = 4 and D = 7 experiments. Moreover, the small delta values are not quite
as close to the bus transfer times as they are for D = 4 and
D = 7. We observe that the larger the block size, the closer
the small delta value is to its bus transfer time. We conclude
that round-like behavior is less pronounced for D = 2 than
for D = 4 and D = 7. We conjecture that the relatively
smaller tendency for round-like behavior for D = 2 is because the bus is less of a bottleneck compared to the D = 4
or D = 7 czse; as a result, bus effects have a smaller role
to play. But in experiments with D = 2, we still see that
round-like behavior increases with block size. In general,
these experiments show that the tendency for round-like behavior increases with D and B.

GoodRounds.
3. Compute

the
means,
standard
deviations,
extremal
values
for
the
large
deltas
and
and
the
small
deltas.
Set
Outof
to
(SmollDeltaCounter+LargeDeltacoun~er)/D.

OutOf indicates the maximum
4.2

“umber of possible rounds.

Random parallel I/O with maximum

fence value

In this section, we report on our experiments with the fence
set to its maximum value (255/2X).
Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4
present the delta statistics for block sizes of 32, 64, 96 and
128 KB respectively. In Figures 2(a) and 2(b) Eve plot, respectively, the percentage of I/OS that form rounds and the
I/O bandwidth (in MB/s) obtained for these block sizes. All
our experiments illustrate the pervasive presence of rounds
but here we first focus on block sizes 32,64 and 96 KB; the
experiments involving 128 KB blocks are discussed at the
end of this section since they raise some additional interesting questions.
For 32, 64 and 96 KB block sizes, we conjecture that
the small deltas correspond to the event of transferring an
entire block from the disk’s cache to the host at sustained
bus bandwidth rate. We also conjecture that the large deltas
correspond to the minimum of D random disk latencies, plus
the rotational transfer of one block from the disk surface to
the disk’s cache, plus the transfer of that block to the host
over the bus. We see a patter” of deltas repeated throughout
the merged timestamp l&s: the pattern consists of one large
delta followed by a sequence of D - 1 small deltas.
First we focus on the experiments with D = 4 OI D = 7,
since round formation is most prominent in these experiments. We observe that the mean small delta (Small,..)
values for 32, 64 and 96 KB blocks are all very close to the
bus transfer times of the same-sized blocks give” in Settion 3, and that these deltas have small standard deviations (Small,td). The experiment used to obtain bus transfer times and the small delta experiments discussed here are
very different. The former experiment measures read dura.
tions for a single disk when the requested block originates in
the disk cache for that disk, whereas the latter experiments
involve several processes making concurrent accesses to randomly addressed blocks on multiple disks. The proximity of
the average small delta value to the bus transfer duration
of a block of size B supports the conjecture that they both
measure the same event: the transfer of a block of size B
from the disk drive to the host at bus bandwidth.
Another crucial observation from the tables is that a very
large fraction of the I/O activity ocwrs as good rounds as
see” in Figure 2(a). (Recall that a good round is a sequence
of D consecutive deltas consisting of a large delta followed
by D - 1 small deltas such that each delta corresponds to a
unique disk drive.) For D = 4, the “umber of read calls that
belong to good rounds as a fraction of the total “umber of
read calls in the experiment (GoodRounds/OutOf)
is El%,
99%, and 99%, respectively, for block sizes of 32, 64 and

The effect of a larger block size. Table 4 presents the delta
statistics for a block size of 128 KB. The most dramatic difference between these statistics and those for smaller block
sizes is that the mea” of the small deltas is quite small,
and far less than the 37.8 millisecond bus transfer time for
blocks of this size. Moreover, in contrast to experiments
with smaller block sizes, wherein each large delta seems to
consist of the disk latency (for a round) followed by the time
to transfer a single block, in the case of 128 KB blocks, the
mean of a large delta is close to D times the (37.8 ms) bus
transfer time for a block plus a random disk latency and
some more. In spite of these differences in delta statistics,
the fraction of I/O in good rounds is quite high (97% or
more). These experimental results are consistent with the
hypothesis of the presence of one disk latency per round,
and each diik transferring oae block per round back to the
host.
Another important
and counter-intuitive
observation
from the bandwidth numbers plotted in Figure 2(b) is that
the I/O bandwidth with 128 KB blocks is smaller than that
for 96 KB blocks when D = 7. This surprising drop in
bandwidth performance may be related to the difference in
delta statistics for 128 KB blocks relative to those for the
smaller block sizes, and may be indicative of some additional
scheduling problems that need to be solved
The mean small deltas are 2-5 milliseconds, and since the
time taken by context switch events is roughly in the same
range, we suspect that they correspond to context switch
events. The large delta, we conjecture, corresponds to the
transmission of D blocks at sustained bus bandwidth, plus a
random disk Latency, plus the time to rotationally
transfer a
single block from the’disk surface to the disk’s cache. There
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Figure 2: Percentage of good rounds and bandwidth
to direct the eye to the order of the request size.

plots. We connected the points, not for the purpose of interpolation,

are two reasons for our conjecture. Firstly, the composition
of each round for 128 KB blocks, not in terms of the deltas
obtained from measurements, but in terms of I/O events
such as bus idle time and block transmission events on the
bus will likely be the same as the composition of each round
for any of the smaller block sizes and the above conjecture
is consistent with this claim. The second reason for our
conjecture is that the sum of the time taken by each of the
events mentioned above lies in the same ball park as the
large delta.
Figure 3 serves to illustrate our conjecture that although
the round composition with respect to deltas is different for
128 KB blocks relative to smaller blocks, the round composition in terms of I/O events remains the same. In the figure
and in the text below, we denote by Tg the time to transfer
a block size at sustained bus transfer rate. In both cases,
a round consists of a large delta followed by D - 1 smaller
deltas; the difference lies in the events corresponding to large
deltas and small deltas as indicated above.
Since the difference in the nature of rounds may be related to the drop in bandwidth performance for 128 KB
blocks relative to 96 KB blocks, it is worth considering the
issues involved in some detail. The question that needs to be
answered is: why is there an FR event (and the generation
of a new I/O request) once every Ts time units (with the
exception of the first FR went of a round, which requires
some additional time) for block sizes smaller than 128 KB,
whereas in the cake of 128 KB blocks, all D FR events (and
the generation of new requests) of a round occur in rapid
succession after time zz D x Tg?
In case of blocks smaller than 128 KB, it appears that
whenever a block transfer completes, the process switches
in, receives data, instantaneously registers an FR event and
then switches out since it makes a new read call; this would
account for the pattern of FR events recorded for blocks
smaller than 128 KB. According to our conjecture regarding
rounds corresponding to the 128 KB blocks, block transfers
corresponding to the D processes complete during a large
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but

delta, with no FR event occurring until all the block transfers complete. It appears that even when a 128 KB block
transfer corresponding to a process completes, that process
is not able to immediately register an FR event. We observe that all the processes awaken in close succession after
the completion of the last of the D block transfers; this accounts for the pattern of FR events recorded for 128 KB
blocks. This behavior is consistent with our observation in
Section 4 that the host SCSI controller will not seize the
bus to send a new request if some disk wishes to use the bus
to transfer data to the host-it
appears that the 128 KB
transfer size is large enough that none of the user processes
(making the read calls) gets a CPU slice until all D transfers
complete.
The small deltas in Table 4 exhibit large standard deviations. The underlying data show that the variance is caused
by a few outliers-relatively
large values for the small delta.
This indicates that the above scenario sometimes does not
occur, in which case the small delta includes portions of the
bus transfer time.
4.3

Random parallel f/O with 0 fence value

In this section, we report on our experiments with the fence
set to its minimum value. When the fence is zero, each
disk drive contends for the bus es soon as the Erst sector of
data has been transferred from the disk surface to the disk’s
cache. A drive that succeeds in grabbing the bus before its
entire block has been loaded into its disk cache will transfer
at the rotational media bandwidth bandwidth,t
the trailing
portion of that block. Fortunately, during this time, the
other drives can often complete the loading of their block
into their diik cache, so that this extra overhead is not incurred for each block. In addition, the transfer of a single
requested block may get interspersed with the transfer of
other blocks, since the drive may disconnect from the bus
mid-transfer, in response to a track or cylinder crossing. Disconnects for trade or cylinder crossings rarely arise when the
fence is set to its maximum value (as in the experiments of
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(a) A typical round for block sizes smaller than 128 KB.
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(b) A typical round for block size 128 KB.
Figure 3: Difference in the nature of rounds for (a) smaller block sizes and (b) 128 KB blocks.
the previous section), since the drive encounters such cross.
ings prior to contending for the bus.
As a result, deltas encountered when the fence is 0 are
not as orderly as compared to the case when the fence is
25.5/256. Nevertheless, our experiments with the fence set
to 0 demonstrate the consistent round-like pattern of a large
delta followed by a sequence of D - 1 small deltas, one for
each disk. Moreover, the mean small delta values are close
to the bus transfer times, although not a4 close as in the
experiments of the previous section. When we run the delta
classification algorithm of the previous section, the standard deviations are high (relative to the 255/256 case), and
we suspect that this is due to the complications mentioned
above.
4.4

Sequential

Table 5 presents the means and standard deviations of the
delta analysis.
Behavior of the deltas for 128 KB blocks is different, although it can be explained consistently with our hypothesis.
Below, we mention one experiment. Let us consider the sequential accessexperiment in which D = 7 and B = 128 KB.
We observe that the delta values cluster around three distinct values: 120 milliseconds, 80 milliseconds, and 3 milliionds.
There is a consistent repeating pattern of these
delta values. When D = 7, a round consists of one large
delta value (120 milliseconds), two medium delta values
(80 milliieconds), and four small delta values (3 milliseconds). We suspect that the reasons for the difference in
behavior of the deltas for 128 KB blocks relative to blocks
of other sizes are similar to the ones discussed in Section 4.2
of random requests for 128 KB blocks with the maximum
fence value.

parallel I/O

We also perform experiments where the each processes re
quests a sequence of consecutive blocks that can be read
sequentially from disk. We tist present the results of the
analysis for block sizes of 16, 32 and 64 KB, before considering the block size of 128 KB.
In the delta patterns for sequential accesses,we expect
that the read-ahead mechanism of the Wren-7 disks will ensure that we do not observe any seek or rotational latency
overheads (i.e., no large deltas). Our delta analysis for 16,
32 and 64 KB blocks is consistent with this. The deltas
have small standard deviations. More important, for a given
block size, the mean values of the deltas are extremely close
to the mean values of the small deltm from the delta analysis of the random access patterns, thus further bolstering
our conjecture that the deltas correspond to the transfer
of entire blocks on the bus at sustained bus bandwidths.
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Concluding

remarks

In this paper, we describe experiments that messare the
&rformance of multiple SCSI disks that share a bus. We
study intensive random-access workloads in which each disk
is driven by a process that issues random read requests as
quickly as possible. We do not observe the expected independence of I/OS, with faster service rates for the disks
that have higher SCSI priority. Instead, the trace of I/O
completion times reveals a convoy behavior that we term
munds: all disks receive a read request, then the SCSI bus
is idle while waiting for the shortest access time for this set
of requests, and then the SCSI bus remains busy while all
the requests are satisfied, and only then does the SCSI host
7

adapter send new requests to the disks. We observe this
behavior in several different computer systems from different manufacturers.
(By comparing in-kernel measurements
with timings collected by a SCSI bus analyzer, we have been
able to attribute this behavior to a policy that appears to
be implemented in every SCSI host adapter that we have
tested: although the host adapter has the highest SCSI priority, if any disk wishes to use the bus to send data to the
host, the host will not seize the bus to send a new request
to an idle disk.)
The meawrements
and observations reported in this
paper are the foundation for additional
work (reported
in [BSG+99]) that (1) confirms the existence of the rounds
phenomenon for Seagate Barracuda and Cheetah disks on
PCs, Suns, and DEC Alphas, (2) develops a detailed analytic
performance model for multiple disks sharing a SCSI bus,
and (3) describes ways to reduce the bus idle time caused
by the rounda phenomenon.
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